VidiCore API

**VidiCore API Team Edition** is the perfect choice for production systems. All system components are configured in redundant failover clusters, powered by performant servers.

**VidiCore Server Agent** creates a secure tunnel between your local on-premise content and your VidiCore instance in VidiNet. The Server Agent also contains the powerful VidiCoder, enabling encoding/transcoding/transmuxing of your local content.

**VidiCore API Starter Edition** is the perfect choice for smaller media supply chain projects, as well as development projects, proof-of-concepts, testing new API features and explorative activities.

Buy VidiCore API as a service on a daily plan. End your subscription at any time. Connect ultra-scalable media services to your API and pay per content minute. Simple cost structure with support for cost estimates across all your managed assets.

**Available for Team Edition only.**

- **Up to 20 users**
- **Up to 10,000 assets**
- **Maximum 5GB database**

**$49/day**

**$165/day**

VidiCore Transcoder

Cloud-based video, audio and image transcoding.

**VidiEditor**

Application subscription

- **Browser-based editor**

Quick and intuitive browser-based video editing solution for journalist and video editors.

- **Artboard**
- **Timeline**
- **Video and audio playback**
- **Transcoding**
- **Annotations**
- **HTML5 output**

VidiEditor Transcoder

Video and image transcoding powered by AWS.

- **Video analysis**
- **Image analysis**
- **Speech to text conversion**

**VCS Speech to Text**

Analyze your video files and automatically populate them with transcription metadata. Detect objects, people, scenes and more with VCSI video and image analysis.

**Baton QC by Interra**

Comprehensive, next-generation quality checks. *Additional fees for optional checks will apply. Find detailed pricing info on vidinet.net*

**AWS Elemental MediaConvert**

Automatic video and audio transcoding powered by AWS.

- **Video and audio transcoding**
- **Cloud-based transcoding**
- **Video, audio and images transcoding**

**Bitmovin Encoder for AWS**

- **Video and audio transcoding**
- **Cloud-based transcoding**
- **Video, audio and images transcoding**

**Read more about VidiNet.**

**Sign up for a trial account on VidiNet** and drop us an email on how you believe you need to manage your media in the future.